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STUDENTS ATTAIN VOTE
by Wendy Rutherford

The
Taylor
University
Administrative Cabinet made a recent
decision which has terrific implications
for the Taylor Student Body. After
consultation with Cabinet members,
President Jay Kesler appointed a Taylor
student to the Cabinet. This position
will be filled each year by the TSO
President and has begun this year with
Dave Steiner. This decision is yet
another demonstration of the
Administration's high regard for TSO
and the Taylor student body as a whole.
Steiner himself initiated the
process that led to the decision. After
consulting Randy Dodge, Director of
Leadership Development, and Lowell
Haines, Vice President for Student
Development, Steiner talked with Dr.
Daryl Yost, Provost/Executive Vice
President, concerning student
representation on the University
Cabinet. Following their meeting was i
Dr. Kesler's consultation with Cabinet
members concerning their feelings on
the issue. The Cabinet consists of
University President Jay Kesler,
Provost/Executive Vice President Dr.
Daryl Yost, Vice President for
University Advancement Dr. Charles
Jaggers, Vice President for Academic
Affairs Dr. Richard Stanislaw, Vice
President for Business Norm Matthews,

Vice President for Student Development
Lowell Haines, Campus Pastor Bob
Griffin, Dean of Admissions Wynn
Lembright, and Faculty Representatives
Walt Campbell and Phil Loy.
Kesler was pleased and proud to
appoint a student to the University
Cabinet. He explained, "In the spirit of
openness, with the desire for input from
all segments of campus, we surely want
student involvement in the University
Cabinet. In the final analysis, all we
do concerns students. It seems logical
to us that student opinion and input is
received. Taylor students have made an
excellent choice for Student Body
President, and we trust that future
elections will produce student leadership
of this quality."
The appointment to the
Administrative Cabinet is a new and
heavy responsibility for the office of
Student Body President. Therefore, a
significant change is necessitated in
Dave's functioning as TSO President.
In addition to participating in
University Cabinet meetings, he must,
even more than before, keep abreast of
student issues and communicate them
to the Cabinet. Likewise, he must
communicate appropriate Cabinet
action to the student body, and fulfill

assign.
When asked how he felt about his
new responsibilities, Steiner replied
that the Administration "has an attitude
of openness and trust toward students
and particularly toward the Taylor
Studnet Organization." He feels that
the ability to affect change is a
tremendous responsibility, and adds,
"Our attitude does not consist of a
desire to 'see how far we can go' but
rather a desire to sincerely respond to
the needs of students as well as to
continue to improve the quality of life
on our campus."
Lowell Haines agreed with Dave
that the Taylor Administration has
given much support to students. "This
is another step in a series of steps by
the Administration to emphasize their
sensitivity to the student body needs
and concerns. This also demonstrates a
committment toward Christian
leadership development."
Now more than ever, students have
the responsibility to voice their
concerns to Dave-a direct channel to
the Administration. They may do this
through their senators, and also through
Dave personally. He is very willing
and happy to meet with students and
discuss campus issues. Students need
only call his office
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DANCING LEGALIZED
Public dancing on Sundays is now
legal in Gas City.
Legislation
restricting dancing on Sundays was one
of several ordinances repealed Tuesday
as the city council approved legislation
updating city ordinances.

24

KILLED

West Virginia had their worst
flood disaster Tuesday and 24 people
were killed in Maryland, Pennsylvania,
and the Virginias. The storm deluged
the mid-Atlantic states, forcing
Kathy Street: Always ready to aid the students in the career center.
thousands to evacuate their homes and
session consists of a ten minute
In addition to files, there are leaving others missing.
Contrary to what one may think, interview and a twenty minute critique color-coded shelves of books. In the
the purpose of the Career Center is not of the video tape. Wendy Koons, blue section, one can discover all the
SCHOOLS
NEED
$40
simply to help Seniors find a job when Director of Placement, assists students possible careers using his/her major and MILLION
they graduate. The objectives of the in locating jobs after graduation.
skills. The yellow section contains
More aid is needed for schools in
Career Development Center are to
The Career Planning Assistants information on internships. The red poor areas located in Indiana or it will
provide guidance and information to all also work individually with students. section gives information concerning mark for more aid with higher costs in
Taylor students as they further their They help students in writing their job searching. In this section, the the future.
Carlyn E. Johnson,
education, make decisions concerning resumes and give them helpful biweekly Job Hunter Magazine lists the professor of Public Affairs at Indiana
their future, and prepare to enter the suggestions on how to improve them, newest job openings in the country. University, joined with the Indiana
work force. In PROBE, a credential file In addition, the assistants help students One can also find out names and State Teachers Association in
is started for each new students in order to locate information in the Career addresses of those to contact when proposing that the state spend an extra
to help them in their search for summer Development library,
searching for a job in a certain field. $40 million a year on those school
jobs, practicums, or permanent
Not only can students receive Salary schedules tell one how much he districts having what they called "stress
positions.
individual assistance they may use the can expect to earn in a particular factors" brought on by poverty.
Many of the services offered to microcomputers in Rainbow Lab or the position so that he knows how to reply
students are on an individual basis. For word processor in Career Development to the question of expected salarly in
KGB DEFECTOR
example, Walt Campbell gives in order to write resumes and letters to his interviews. Finally, the library
ESCAPES
counseling to students who are prospective employers. These may contains books and pamphlets on
Vitaly Yurchenko, the KGB officer
struggling to choose a major and helps then be printed on the letter quality minority, women's rights, and disabled who headed U.S. spying and one of the
them to discover the possibilities. The printer.
high-level Soviet officials ever to defect
concerns and issues.
Video Tape Service is another option
Students also have access to new
The newest service which was to the West, turned up at the Soviet
open to all Taylor students. One can job openings simply by looking up the recently started is the T.U. Career Embassy on Monday and claimed he
make a half-hour appointment with Jobs file on any terminal hooked up to
Network. This is an organization made had been kidnapped, (hugged, and offered
Campbell in order to practice the Vax. Another way to find out up of alumni, friends, and parents who $1 million for cooperating with the
interviewing for jobs. Thetfrirfy minuteibout new job openings as well as inform Career Development of job CIA.
summer jobs includes looking at the openings that they are aware of and
Job Board located outside the office.
REAGAN
LINKS STAR
sometimes visit Taylor to inform
The library at Career Development students of their companies or careers. WARS TO CUTS
offers a wealth of information in many
President Reagan says the United
In turn, Career Development
areas which are helpful in career recommends possible Taylor prospects States will not erect its "Star Wars""
planning. For example, one section of
to members looking for new shield against nuclear weapons until
the files contain information on major employees.
America's missile arsenal is abolished.
companies throughout the country.
In concluding, the Career
Another section contains information Development Center provides the tools
BLOOD SUPPLY CRISIS?
on major cities throughout the U.S. and resources necessary to make
Blood donators earmarked for
provided by the Chamber of Commerce. important life decisions and to prepare specific individuals have increased
Other files store information on oneself for his career and life after 1000% and if they continue to climb
seminaries, Christian ministries, and graduation.
they could threaten supplies for
schools who are interested in hiring
emergencies, said the medical director of
teachers from Taylor.
by
the Central Indiana Regional Blood
Jeanne Moody
Center.
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MORMON CHURCH
SHAKEN BY NOTE
by Wendy Eck
On October 15, when Steve
Christensen reached down to pick up a
cardboard box with his name on it by
his Salt Lake City office, a
shrapnel-filled bomb inside blew up in
his face, killing him. About 90
minutes later, in Holladay, a suburb of
the city, Kathleen Sheets bent down to
pick up a curious package with her
husband's name on it which was sitting
by the garage. The parcel exploded and
she was killed.
Both Christensen and Sheets'
husband Gary were involved in the
publication of a controversial historical
document that challenges the authqrized
version of the origins of the Church If
Jesus Christ of the Latter-day Saints. In
1983 Christensen paid a reported
$40,000 to Mark Hofmann, a dealer in
Mormon documents, for an 1830
manuscript known as the "White
Salamander Letter." Christensen and
Sheets had spent over $20,000 to
authenticate the letter written by a
disciple of Mormon founder Joseph
Smith. The letter describes how Smith
was led to the sacred golden
tablets-from which he translated the
Book of Mormon-not by an angel of
God, but by "an old spirit [which]
transfigured himself from a white
salamander." Last summer Christensen
and Sheets, both Mormon bishops,
finally handed the document over to the
Church for authentication.
The disclosure of the "salamander
letter" last spring stirred considerable
interest among Mormons. Because it
implies that folk magic led Smith to
his scriptual discovery, the letter has
caused uneasiness among Mormons,
leading some to question their faith.

Many in Salt Lake thought the
bombings were tied to the church
controversy. Some felt there was a
vendetta against anyone who had dealt
with the letter.
The salamander angle gained
followers the next day when another
pipe bomb critically injured Hofmann
as he was getting into his car in
downtown Salt Lake City. Inside the
blackened vehicle, investigators found
pipes and other equipment for making
bombs, as well as valuable documents
relating to the Mormon Church.
Hofmann, it appeared, had accidendy set
off a bomb of his own making. He
survived the blast and maintained
himself to be a target, not an assailant,
though police say he is the prime
suspect in the other deaths.
At week's end, police arrested a
partner of Hofmann's for questioning
about the bombings and were gathering
information to charge Hofmann with
murder. One possibility, authorities
speculate, is a financial disagreement
between Christensen, Sheets and
Hofmann over a new document deal in
which Christensen may have been
acting for the Church. The church
newspaper, The Deseret News, raised
the possibility that Hofmann may have
been trying to cover up a complicated
forgery of Mormon documents.
The Mormon Church handed the
document over to the FBI and are now
awaiting word on whether or not the
document is authentic. Earlier this
month church leaders warned members
to beware of critics who might try to
shake their faith amid the debate over
the letter.
Many Mormons will
certainly have their faith severely tested
if the "White Salamander Letter" is
proved to be authentic.
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A WORLD CHRISTIAN

by Wendy Eck
Normally there are enough empty
seats in chapel to fill English and
Olson Halls combined.
But on
Monday, November 4 and Wednesday,
November 6, those seats were full and
Milo A. Rediger Auditorium-the
Chapel, to most of us-was SRO. What
happened, you ask. Did everyone hit
their 6 cut limit at the same time? Was
it time for the popular music worship
chapel? Or was it, perhaps, another
stimulating Taylor family chapel?
No, none of these, just an
.interesting stimulating speaker, none
v&m than our owflls teemed PitgldSE,

Dr. Jay Kesler. Dr. Kesler was the
featured speaker for World Opportunites
Week, along with Dr. Anthony
Campolo, who spoke in chapel on
Friday.
Dr. Kesler delivered an engaging
message, full of his many humorous
anecdotes of his trying time here at
Taylor, many, many years ago. Dr.
Kesler is a gifted speaker, able to catch
and sustain the audience's attention even
at 10:05 a.m. Many students appreciate
Dr. Kesler as a speaker for they feel he
relates well to college students and their
problems.
*

SOVIETS
by Jeff Stephens

The main thrust of Dr. Kes.
message was the ability to serve Gcj
anywhere, not just in, as he said, "New
Guinea." He emphasized that as
Christians we are all called into God's
service, but we are not all called to
missions. It is important, he stated,to
find where we can, with our talents and
abilities, serve God best.
Dr. Kesler's message was very
well-received by both students and
/acuity. Many took to heart his
' challenge to use the opportunities
afforded to us in order to be the best
servant we can for our Lord.

THREATEN

In view of the upcoming Summit school,
1979.
meeting this month with Mikhail
Thousands of children like
Screaming jets scourge the fertile
Gorbachev of the Soviet Union, The Nairainjan are victims of the Russian fields as well as anyone in or around the
Echu will cover the dilemna and what is invasion of Afghanistan as the Soviets field with Napalm, which is used to
being done to achieve peace. In order to are disguising the bombs as toys with burn up all the vegetation. Huge
better recognize our plight, a picture of just enough explosive to render the helicopter gunships put villages in ruin
what goes on in Afghanistan will victim handicapped in one way or with rockets and machine guns.
provide an understanding of the need for another.
Villagers flee to the mountains and
peace talks and Reagan's view on the
"All doctors and health personnel caves with what livestock and
relationship between the U.S. and the have either been killed, imprisoned, or possessions they can manage to tak*
Soviet Union.
driven away," states Dr. Abdullah
with them as they leave behind their
"The Soviet Union is an evil Osman, president of the Union of
destroyed homes. Even so, the
empire, and the Soviets are Afghan Mojahed (freedom fighters.) courageous Afghans' Strong remain and
expansionist and aggresive. When they The diseases that had once been undo*
somehow still survive.
shot down flight 007 it verified what I control: measles, diptheria, malaria, and
Freedom Fighters carry on the
believed about the lack of respect for gastrointestinal disorders plague over
battle
in retaliation to the Soviet
,
human life by those in charge of the 30% of the Afghan children.
attacks. Fed by the people who remain,
Soviet Union," states Reagan, and he Tuberculosis takes its toll on over
the fighters continue to battle with
adds, "I believe that the only way there thirteen percent of the., entire
outdated weapons, short of basic
will be a third world war is if the population.
supplies. They manage to control over
Soviet Union wants it, because no one
Terrorism continues to run
80% of their territory and the Soviets
else wants a war. We certainly don't, rampant, as the Soviets have driven
only pass through with large,
We know they don't like our system, four million Afghans from their well-armed groups. With the help of
and we don't like theirs. But, we have homeland, nearly a fourth of the
the Freedom Fighters, there is to this
to see if we can't live in the world population.
day still hope for the people of
together. So I think it is necessary that
About three million are now in
Afghanistan.
we face each other."
border camps near Pakistan - the rest
In sfcort supply of npciigisiii sflCTT
Afghanistan paints a bleak picture have left to a somewhat better life in
is
fbod,
clothing, boots, medicine,
and exemplifies the cause for Reagan's Iran. Doctors near the Afghanistan
ammunition
and a variety of missiles,
world-wide concern.
border recount more incidents of "toy"
all
of
which
are
just a few of the badly
A shepherd boy spotted a white bombs: A seven year old maimed by a
*
"WUVU
vwimuuuiuca
iiupui
14111 IU
needed
commodities
important
to
object reflecting the sun's light. "harmless" canteen, a twelve
year old fighting back affectively. TTiese things
Curious, the ten year old picked up the that lost three fingers from an
explosive they must rejy on from (i,e rest 0f
box and it exploded, mangling both of charge concealed inside a pen
casing, worj(j> an(j aboye ajj ^y nee(j ^
•n casino
his hands and rendering him and a toddler mutilated by a doll that
political support and moral uplifting of
unconscious. He was found sometime disguised a bomb.
the world outside the Afghanistan
later and eventually his left hand was
The toy bombs that are aimed at , border.
amputated. The boy, Nairaninjan, can the civilians are part of the Soviet
The information for this article
barely hold a spoon to feed himself jand Resolution to depopulate Afrhanistan,
was taken in part from Reader's Digest
hopes that some day, in some way, he since the Soviet army has fai
'ailed to force College Resource
1
, « |«
tvwuV/Ulvv IProgram,
1VJgl4111) Copyright
can learn to hold a pencil and go to them out of the country since Dec. of -1985, The Reader's Digest Assn., Inc

MAKE YOUR MARK
by Jenifer Mighell
This year's theme for World with a new awareness, and these goals
Opportunities Week (W.O.W.), was set for the week were an accurate vision
"Make Your Mark" and was chosen to for the activities:
symbolize the opportunity that we as
1) to expose the campus to the
Christians have to make a lasting many opportunities to serve Christ
impact
on
around us.
2) to
on others'
r
— the
—" world
"
w focus
tuwua cm
uuicis needs
Students were challenged to consider instead of our own. It is easy to become
how they could make their mark on the complacent and forget about the needs
world in which God called us to serve, in the world around us.
There were eleven Seminary and
3) to help us see how our majors
Christian graduate schools represented can be used within the developing and
on Tuesday with twenty-five missions diversifying needs within missions
organizations represented from Wed- today.
nesday to Friday of that week. These
4) to help us make practical
schools and organizations set up their application of Mark 16:15 where Jesus
displays in the Dining Commons and said, "Go into all the world and preach
were accessible for questions the Gospel to all creation." Through
throughout the week.
W.O.W. we will be able to understand
Both our presidenlgDr. Jay Kesler, more fully the meaning of His "Great
and Dr. Anthony Campolo, chairman of Commission."
u^tuuilWH of
UI dULlUIUg/
(U1U /UUUI
V/Ul piajCI
lcUlCIIgCN Of
the department
sociology and
youth
Our
prayer IS
is III41
that U1C
the UI
challenges
of
ministries at Eastern College, were the W.O.W. week will continue to lead ui
guest speakers for World Opportunities towards an effective means for sharing
Week.
~ " "love.
God's
Many came away from the week

Everyone also seemed to have their
own definition of the week
"To me it meant not enough tables
in die D.C.!"
Julie Bagley
"I didn't scope for a whole week!
What a sacrifice!"
Kelly Frieden

ACHILLE LAUROANOTHERLOOK

By: David B. Dickinson & Mark S. Brown
Now that the initial uproar over
the
Achille Lauro incident has
subsided it is possible to analyze the
event from a more objective standpoint
Even though to many the event seemed

airliner carrying the hijackers was forced
down in Italy, this actually was but the
beginning of a complex international
problem which still defies resolution.
One of the worst casualties that
resulted from this event was the
straining of Egyptian-American
relations. American reaction to the
handling of the terrorists by Egypt has
been negative. While this view may be
.^warranted on some points, a deeper
examination of the facts surrounding
President Mubarak's
, ' decisions are
7-

necessary to truly understand the
SUUatl°nThe U.S was angered over Egypt's
ecision to turn the terrorists over to
the PLO(Palestine Liberation

Organization). But if one remembers,
earlier that day President Reagan stated
that he had no objections to the
terrorists being handed over to the PLO
if Arafat would prosecute them.
Although President Reagan later
retracted this statement, President
Mubarak claimed that he did not know
of this retraction. Mubarak also claimed
that his release of the terrorists into
PLO custody was to be a test of
Arafat's sincerity towards possible
future peace initiatives between King
Hussein of Jordan, and with Israel.
The Egyptians meanwhile are
,no
.
.
.
TTC .
ge ed at the U S. has issued no
ormal apology for forcing down their
civilian airliner. The Egyptians consider
th's to be an act of international air
piracy. On this point the United States
claimS that we were Just brin8in8
suspected international criminals to
trial.
The arrival of the terrorists in Italy

led to the downfall of the Italian
government and strained relations with
the United States. These problems arosei
when the Italian authorities realeased
suspected terrorist leader Abul Abbas.
The U.S. felt that this action was
detrimental towards efforts to curb
international terrorism. However, Italy
claimed they had no choice but to " ~
release him, as they had no evidence by Jeff Stephens
against Mm and he wis carrying »Iraqi
diplomatic
....— passport
In September, it became necessary
People are apt to view a world for the position of Vice President of
situation such as this from the University Advancement to be refilled
viewpoint of their own country; but it when the University's acting Vice
is important to see the perspective of President was named Provost to take
the Place of 11,(5 former President,
ap the nations involved. We do not feel
that it is for us t0 make a decision M tQ Because of an ongoing campaign and
who is right or wrong, each of us has other urgent matters, it became
his own opinions. We did feel the need pessary to fill the position as soon as
however, to give the perspectives oftfre Possible.
-»
The Vice President of University
three involved nations SQ ^ M
students can make sound judgements of Advancement is an important position
their
their own
own.
that covers
covers many
many aspects
aspects of
of fundraising
fundraisine
that
and public relations.
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Seriously, it was a great week, and
we appreciate all those who came and
shared their time with us!

Strengthening

*

Dr. Charles R. "Chip" Jaggers
enjoys a moment of relaxation
amidst his busy schedule

Advertising for W.O.W. (Worid
Opportunities Week) was great this
year! But no matter how hard
committee members try, there are
always those few special people who
don't quite know what's going on. To
find out just how many people were
oblivious to their surroundings, I took
a survey. I engaged several people (n
conversation and had them tell me
about the past week. Was it noted for
anything special? (Not that D.C. signs
or chapel services would have given it
away.
u. the
uw people
wpw
Approximately 90% of
I talked to succeeded in telling me it
was W.O.W. week, but those special
few
"I think it's registration week."
"I'm not sure, but I know
missionaries came!"
"They call it W.O.W.- I think it
means Wild Opportunity Week."
"Who knows? Weekends on
Wengatz, maybe."
(Why wasn't I
surprised to hear this?)
"Women's Organization Week." j

the

Commitment

him to be named Associate Director of teaches th* fire
Student Affairs in 1972 and Associate Ekmentarv
I . Upland
twc
Dean of Students in 1979. He then children r
k • <f
took on the position of Vice President Heather' s tk- 1S, ^
of Student Development up to this Presided sir
i "fW ! «•
strongly claims his family,as
point.
hi
Being Vice President of 2™."*
A* committment
Advancement involves extenaivJhJd » oseeisure activities whicl
planning and hard
"
for Tavlor's
»p TS8' Campuig' 311(1 bicycle ridin8
activities include annua^S
T"' ** 3150
giving, memorial gifts, and restricted worttil n® h
"1 Spend °me
on
hls
Passing
civino
in which
A "If
_,
automobile.
giving in
which oil
gifts are
earmarked
for interesfs Tn hls aut
Tobile' Passing
things as: spec^f^ Smy!
^ Ph°,°8r'Phy ^
such

President of Development Dr^ChaAss money*av^'labl^foM^^n^studenu presstag1at1tii th°Se
R. "Chip" Jaggers was available and with a particular major'^ys j±L S- ±e nom^ is
best fit the needs of Taylor University, Another part of the Vice President's funds for^EA A ^
endowments' ^
for the position.
responsibilities include the develoomii finTn, f Y? c
b
Dr. Jaggers, who finished hi/ and upkeep of an Alumni proL^ tofte™
i^
0,1
Uons #t Tayl°r>
doctorate in Education this summer, hat The program provides the Alumni witfc h»
10 ""-a*- •>* Taylor
been among ft. Taylo, staff fo,T. a conSuing^ommnnfty ™„dTnt
years and his dissertation, "A Strategic from the foundation of four veart
-u i
Jaggers emphasizes,
Planning Model for Small Private Taylor. Taylor's clubs anH ,
7 fe°P.,e 10 t*00™ b€(ter
money
buiWin<
Institutions in Higher Education," even organizations, which keen Alumni LrT^ °J
,n
T,yIor
ro
ram
u
better qualifies him for the task at hand together across the nation Je one
,f
P *
^
here at Taylor University. Since no example; along whh ^
;tmost.,mPortan(* * relay the realms
y C 0r glving to those wh9.caa be«_<g
planning model was available, he publication. ProTile
1:.-_ Y «
developed such a plan hoping to benefit Alumni informed of the man inv° ved 11,6 Taylor ministry." Vital
growth' Jag8er expresses a
Taylor in the future. "I believe happenings and improvements in ^
211(1
special excitement for the
strongly in this institution, the people Taylor's program over the years A
alumni>
who work here, the alumni, and the program which enables Alumni to heln aAA'
and President Kesler.
students, and I have a strong Taylor graduates find job opportunities . ^ I °r' Jaggers works for mi
surely P°ints toward d*
committment to the mission of also keeps them very much invni„f
Taylor," quoted Jaggers.
*"* and a vital part of the community
f"1"10" 8oal of Taylor's community.
11,31 311 he does wil1 helP
Graduating from Taylor in 1969
Dr. Jaggers has a strone familv I
with a B.A. in philosophy and religion, committment along with hi S^eng en Taylor"s efforts in trying to
and an M.A. in student personnel committment to the Taylor family HS C 31,8611,6 w°rld.
administration, he acquired the has a wife, Verna, who is a graduate of
background knowledge which helped Eastern Kentucky University and
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AIRBAND
by Dirk Rowley

NOTICE: This review does not
necessarily reflect The Echo's opinion
as a whole.
Since I agreed to review the
Airband contest, and since I got into it
free because I was reviewing it, I asked

myself, "Dirk, (my name) How do you
write something which tells what
happened, hurts no one's feelings, and
is interesting? Finding it impossible, I
shall sacrifice the interesting part. If
you would like to read the unedited
version, that doesn't tell anything about
Airband, but hurts a lot of people's
feelings, see me.
The competition got underway

MARCELS CORNER RATTS-TAKE 1ST PLACE

STUDENT TOTTPT
BY JeffHurd

A couple of weeks ago the
"Alphabulls" intramural football team
distributed notices in the D.C.
advertising their upcoming game. "No
judge, no jury, no trial.. . execution."
A decent attitude for football~but not
an acceptable one for our most favorite
item on campus: parking tickets.
Many a student has leisurely strolled
out to his or her driving machine only
to behold that dreaded piece of paper on
Jhe windshield. Busted! At this time a
ftaarama of fun behaviors are opted up
to the student These behaviors include
resigned acceptance, saying bad words
nA leaflld in Sunday School, praising
driveway. Silly, because we have to
listen to the case without the person
there-a decided disadvantage to that
student
This is basically what Student
Court is all about. We also serve other
functions which include making
recommendations for discipline cases
rtferred to us by student development
To sum this all up, we desire to
see justice done, and urge Taylor
students to take advantage of what are
often hidden rights and priviledges.'
Student Court is formed to serve th#
student body, so don't be afraid to asi
estions and find our what we can dfe
r you. Remember, we do n#t
understand the concept of: no judge,§o
jury, no trial...
j

t

God for this trial, or throwing the ticket
away while hoping the officer lost the
carbon copy.
However, one option lies open
which many students do not take:
appealing the ticket After all, nobody
is perfect-not even security. Therefore,
if you have a legitimate question about
why you were ticketed and feel the
ticket was unfair, Student Court urges
you to take advantage of the priviledge
for appealing. We are eight elected
students plus our big toes, Mike
Heiniger, who are interested in making
sure your case is heard. We do not
promise automatic acceptance of
appeals as some believe, but we are
dedicated to making sure a fair hearing
is granted. During this hearing, you
will be able to state the reasons for
appeal, listen to Security's side, and
receive a chance at rebuttal. We will
listen to both sides, deliberate in
private, and make our best, honest
decision.
How does one actually go about
appealing a ticket? Just trot yourself
plus ticket up to the security building.
Tell the officer you wish to appeal and
briefly state your reasons on the appeal
form. That's all there is to it
v
Student Court is held every
Tuesday night at 8:00. Please be there
for you appeal hearing! This seems
absurd to mention, but every year we
have students who don't show up. This
is kind of like paying a collection
agency to pick up your garbage, then
never putting it at the end of the

ROCKS THE NIGHT

about 20 minutes late due to technical
difficulties. It was approximately 7:50
p.m. on the night of Wednesday,
October 23,1985 A.D. when one of the
two emcees showed on stage. It was
Brian Bartow, who along with Joe
Maniglia (with an "a", not an "o"),
provided enough humor to keep the
audience awake between acts. Foe those
of you who don't know Brian and Joe,
they are much funnier in person than on
stage.
"Aces" did the first tune. Take A
Chance. Then came Hall & Oates
singing Private Eves. These guys used
a tennis racket for a guitar which
reminded me to have mine restrung.
(NOTE: English majors are now
asking, "Have what restrung, your
racket, your guitar or your grammer?
My answer, "Don't ask ridiculous
questions, or I'll split an infinitive right
in front of your faces. To simply do it
would give me great pleasure.") Then
came "Upland Doing Boston", followed
by the Pointer Sisters singing Dare Me
who get my vote for the best number of
the night. Then we almost heard from
the Gap Band with Party Train. I say
"almost" because the performance was
hampered by some technical difficulties.
Phil "Cranor" Collins and the band was
next with Sussidio. a number put
together in just two days because the
original number was "too suggestive."
That's what I heard, but Sussudin was
very good, especially for only two days
practice.
Then came the group who,
although not my personal favorite,
deserved to win. Ratt, in their number
Round and RnnnH by far had the best
showmanship, the best special effects,
the best overall effect, and the best
example of the old saying "It's not how
you do it, it's what song you do." (This
saying is not very well-known, but I
promise you it is very old.) Then
Holiday was performed by Madonna.

After a ten minute intermission,
Stevie and the D's performed the most
humorous number of the night,
Mickev. The next tune was by the
Birds, entitled Such a Long Time. They
get the award for the best conceptual
number, as I actually felt I was in the
bathroom. Fortunately, I recovered
before I embarrassed myself. Then
some Second West Olson women
performed a "hot number" by the
System called Don't Stop the Music.
Last year's winners, Whiteheart, did
Hotline and the evening concluded with
the Marcels "do-wop wopping" their
Magic Medlev. It really was magic,
too, since the Marcels not only won,
they were the only group to delight the
crowd into yelling "Do it again!" For
future reference, crowd, the phrase is
"Encore" not "Do it again".
(NOTE: for those of you still
reading, I'm going to reward you. The
final paragraph!!)
Airband provided a good time for
all. (I think it is a requirement to put
that statement into any review, no
matter if it's true or not) Supposedly,
the show will be done in the chapel
next time. I think it will lose a lot of
its flavor if it's not in the DC so here is
a suggestion: Try using two stages that
sandwich the audience so that while the
show is being done on one stage,
they're setting up on the other. Plus,
this cuts down on the number of bad
seats. I'm sure we all look forward to
another airband contest. Just as long as
I don't have to review it and you don't
have to read the review.
(NOTE: If you read this article in
its entirety and you hated it, pleas cut it
out and mail it to me via campus mail.
Dirk Rowley, Room 303 Morris.
Also, feel free to include any derogitory
comments. You deserve to vent your
frustrations.)
The Echo encourages you to take

Dirk's advice and write him.

Dear Editor,
I like to think of myself as a
positive person, one who tries to look
at the bright side of things and who
gives people the benefit of doubt.
The quality of food in our dining
commons is good, but the amount of
time it takes to receive the food is
ridiculous. Even when I arrive 20
minutes before the opening rush I have
to suffer the reality of those rudely
cutting in front for short cut service.
My complaint is mainly directed
at the serving method which is
commonly a part of the long hours per
week spent waiting, and then waiting
some more.
The lacksadaizical approach
towards serving the students seems
often to be the biggest time consumer
of all. I am not just talking specifically
to the line servers themselves for many
times they wait for food from the
kitchen. Nonetheless, since I don't
know what goes on behind the doors, or
the conditions of the equipment, I will
limit my complaint to the line servers.
Seven hours a week waiting is too
many. I propose finding a better ser
vice, for things have to change.
Sincerely Frustrated,
Mike Loomis

I can sympathize with the drudgery
0f entering the "rush" hour at the D.C.
where "to rush" takes on an entirely
different meaning.
The Dining
Commons Management encourages
student response and suggestion. I
hope your initiative will encourage
them
to consider possible
improvements.

This weeks spotlight centers on a
more unsung person of Taylor's
campus. His name is Kevin Mitchell
and he has worked for Taylor's
Maintinence Department for two and a
half years. Mowing grass, servicing
equipment, clearing side walks of snow,
and moving furniture and pianos are
usually not the things that are
limelighted at T.U., but nevertheless it
was the words and observations of this
"background man" that provided for the
most insightful interview.
Kevin came to Taylor as a
freshman in the fall of 1977. He was a
full-time student for two years, living
on 4th Morris, then he sat out for a
year and got married. He now is
finishing up his classes part-time and
working full-time to earn his

tuition-free education.
Kevin talks very highly of the
Taylor student body. He said he is "very
proud" when he meets people who have
been effected by the ministries of TWO.
Kevin also sees much room for
improvement in a minority of the
student's attitudes when it comes to
concern and respect of university
properties. Far too many times while
mowing and trimming with machinery
Kevin and some of his woikmates have
come very close to being hurt by
running over overthing from beer
bottles to dining commons plates.
Even when they are not using
machinery they find themselves
constantly picking up forks, knives,
plates, and glasses on the campus area.
Kevin states that this is only an
example of other things that happen to
property on campus. He cations that
these actions of apathy are indeed an

extention of our attitudes and a witness
of our faith to the many workers on
campus whoe haven't come to the
saving knowledge of Jesus Christ. He
wishes that more students would be
aware of the important ministry they
could have on campus just by adopting
an attitude of servanthood towards the
people who serve us.
Kevin enjoys his job very much
and has sensed the Lord's guidance in
bringing and keeping him here at
Taylor. He loves working with youth
and hopes to pastor a church someday.
But for right now, he says that keeping
an eye on his wife and their 15
week-old baby is enough to keep his
hands full.
Kevin is a very down to earth
person and easy to talk to. One gets
the impression after talking to him that
he will be another person from T.U. to
make his mark on this world.
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Also Hungry,
Brian Brightly, Editor

FRIMAN'S LULLING WORDS
Indiana poet Alice Friman will
read from her published and unpublished
poems at 7:00 p.m. in the Recital Hall
of the Hermanson Music Center next
Tuesday, November 12th.
The event is the second in a new
series of readings featuring nationally
known poets scheduled for small
Indiana colleges. Presently the circuit
includes Manchester College, Saint
Joseph's College, St. Mary's-of-the Woods and Taylor University. The
inaugural reading last soring brought
El wood poet Jared Carter to the

DAY IN THE LIFE OF
KEVIN MITCHELL
by Robert Rottet

of Gary Larson *

campuses for very well-received
programs.
Alice Friman received her B.A.
from Brooklyn College and her M.A.
from Butler University. Following
early experience teaching in New York
City public schools, she has since
taught at Indiana University at
Indianapolis, Indiana State and Indiana
Central where she is now Associate
Professor.
She has produced several volumes
of poetry, the latest of which is entitled
Reporting from Corinth published by

Barnwood Press in Muncie. Her poem
have been published in the Sonthwe«
Review, the Georgia Review T>nHr
Magazine, and the 1985 Antholopv
Magazine Verse and American Poetry

Miss Friman's public appearance
include visits to several universil
campuses across the United States i
additon to numerous interviews on radi
and television.
The reading on Tuesday evenin
will be free of charge and all studept
university faculty and staff, and greate
community residents are invited t
attend.
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RUNNING WILD
By J&ke Engler

't

The Jarheads are looking better
wi* each race they run. Taylor's Crosl
Country Team has come off of a firee
ileek tour of 5-mile races and is lookife
forward to running at Chr:
Nationals (Nov. 9) and Nationals
16). Three weeks ago the
competed at the Little State, Bi;
meet. Taylor placed 4th in Littli
(Little State is made up of the
teams in Indiana) and 9th in Bi]
(Big State is all the Little Stai
plus some of the larger univers!
the state). Brian Shepard was
first finishers at the meet withk
Rider and Pete Bowman close be^i
Next, the team took their, r
shoes to the NAIA District 2
The team placed second, 1
Anderson by only three poi
qualified for NAIA Natioqalsl
Shepard and Pete Bowman
team's top finishers as they
second. Shepard and Bowman were
joined by Doug Cornfield
Peterson in making die All-:
team (members were those
[lasstf
in the top 15 at the meet). G
summed it all up: "The best ing'that
could have happened is that b(£h tehms

TU RIDES RAPIDS

Intramurals, that wonderful
creation that enables weekend warriors
to become gridiron heroes. Once again,
it is playoff time here at T.U. Only
by Michael Crabb
five teams remain on the road to fame
in the men's division and just two in
The Taylor Trojans chartered two
the ladies. The Eastern Division buses and ventured up to central
championship for the men will pit the Michigan to face Grand Rapids Junior
Alpha Bulls against Slow Children at College and came home victors, 23-12.
Play. In the West Division, it will be
Off-Campus vs 1st East. For the
ladies, the Super Bowl contenders have
already been determined.
The
showdown is between 2nd West and
Off-Campus. This coming after a
rough and tumble 2nd West victory
over Celler, and an Off-Campus win
over 3rd East. Good luck to all those
teams remaining!

The game was filled with intensity as
both teams were involved in several
"incidents" throughout the game. And
in the third quarter there was even a
bench-clearing brawl in which every
team member took out his frustrations.'

YOU MAKETHE CALL!

(men and ladies) would qualify f
Nationals and they did."
f
The cross-country team pilled out
a dual meet with Tri State Novfmbfr 2.
The Jarheads won it by a narrfew three
points, TU-27 to Tri State-30. The
team will be running NCCAA
nationals in Ohio on the 9th of
November and then it will be off to the
NAIA National meet in Wisconsin.

THE TENNIS TEAM IS BACK
Congratulations to the Mens'
Tennis Team who after a years absence
ended the 1985 season with a record of
four wins and six losses.

"SHQRTS
SOCCER RESULTS
DATE

H/A

9/6,7

Away

9/10
9/14
9/20,21

Away
Home
Away

Purdue Cal
Bethel
Greenville Tournament

9/26
10/2
10/5
10/9
10/12
10/19
10/26
11/2

Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away

Grace
Manchester
Grand Rapids Baptist
St. Francis
Siena Heights
Rose Hulman
Spring Arbor
Goshen

OPPONENT

flj-OP

Marion Tournament

1
0
3
2
1
2
0
1
0
2
0
2
1
3

0
2
0
1
2
1
3
4
1
5
1
4
3
5

GH#>«tOSB COUNTRY
DATE

LOCATION

PLACED

9/11
9/14
9/21
9/28
10/5
10/12
10/18
10/26

Taylor won
at Butler
Taylor third
at Grace
Taylor won
at Taylor
Taylor won
at Goshen
Taylor seventh
at Tri State-14 teams
Taylor won
at Marion-NCCAA Districts
Taylor second
at IU-Little State
Taylor won
at NAIA Districts
-qualifies Taylor for Nationals
11/9
NCCAA Nationals
-five girls competing: Jodi Williamson- placed 2nd at Districts
Valerie Wilson-placed 9th
Linda Pederson-placed 10th
Kathy Hughes-placed 13th
Jodi Fuhrmann-placed 15th
COUPLES CLOWN AROUND
11/16
at Kenosha Wisconsin-NAIA Nationals
by Jeanne Moody
seniors, 19-8. (Ooh, that hurts!) In*e
Couples' Softball, one of the first second round, the juniors appropriately
activities during Spirit Week, proved beat the sophomores after an excellent
successful in promoting class unity and game. Said Mindy Roost, "It's too bad
boosting the participants' spirits. more Freshman didn't know about it."
Although the Freshman class had to Jim Wierenga added, "It's the next best
forfeit due to lack of participants, the thing to sliced bread," and Mike Yoder
upperclassmen formed four teams and commented, "It's cold out here, but it's
organized two fun games. In the first well worth it!!" Jill Garzon said it ell,
round, the sophomores defeated the "ITS FUN!!"

^

IN

Anyway, as a result of Saturday's win,
the Trojans are at an even mark this
season with a 4-4 record.
Once again, it was the trio of Dean
Hill, Scott Bibler, and Steve Wild who
provided most of the offensive punch
for the day. Hill threw his longest
touchdown pass of the season, a 36-yard
strike to Brian Doss, for the first score
of the game in the second quarter. He
went on the complete 17-30 passes for
234 yards, and accounted for two TD's.
Bibler rushed for 133 yards on 41
carries, good for 1 touchdown. He
nearly achieved a Taylor University
record on Saturday, also. Scott is only
42 yards shy of becoming the first
runner in our school's history to rush
for 1,000 yards.
Wild continued his "rampage of
receiving" as he hauled in 10 catches for
118 yards. The amazing thing is that
Steve has been playing injured
throughout most of the season. Early
in the year, he separated his shoulder;
then he decided to move all the way
down his body to his ankle; and now he
has finally ended up at his hamstring.
Good thing the season is nearly over or
the trainers would really be sick of
telling Wild to just take an easy today
and jog a mile. Altogether, the Trojan
offense amassed 365 total yards and
finished the game with 19 first downs.
The difference in the game,
though, was the six turnovers caused by
the Trojan defense. If it wasn't for
those turnovers, the offense would not
have had the chance to put those points
on the board. Due to the fact that
Grand Rapids does not print up
post-game statistics for the visiting
defense, I want to apologize to the
defensive unit because your names are
not in this article. Sorry guys!
Congratulations Trojans on a fine
team effort!

SPORTS"

COX
AND HERZOG WIN
MANAGER OF THE YEAR.
Bobby Cox, manager of the
Toranto BlueJays and Whitey Herzog,
manager of the StLouis Cardinals were
named American League and National
League managers of the year. Herzog
narrowly defeated Pete Rose, playermanager for the Cinncinatti Reds,by
one point. Herzog led the Cardinals to
102 victories and a NL pennant,despite
the fact the Cardinals were predicted by
many to finish in the bottom of their
Division. Cox managed the Blue Jays
to a first place finish in the very tough
American League Eastern Division.
DRUG TESTING FOR TENNIS
The Mens International Profess
ional Tennis Council voted in favor of
drug testing for tennis players at two
touranments during the 1986 season.
The testing will be required at two
tournaments selected from either the
French,U.S.,and
Austrailan
Opens,Wimbledon,and the International
Players Championships. If this testing
is refused it will lead to a one year
suspension.

CHICAGO BEARS ONLY UN
DEFEATED TEAM
The Chicago Bears, the only Nat
ional Football League team still
undefeated, leads the Central Divison of
the NFC with a record of nine wins and
zero losses, the Bears are four games in
front of the Minnesota Vikings and the
Detroit Lions both with records of five
and four. The Los Angelos Rams lead
the Western Division with a eight and
one record while the Dallas Cowboys
and the NY.Giants remain on tqp of the
Eastern Division, both with six and
three records.
In the AFC the NewYork Jets a
leading the Eastern Division with a
seven and two record,one game in frftit
of NewEngland at six and three.The
Central Division is all tied up with
Cinncinatti,Pittsburgh,Cleveland,«Ki
Houston all with four and five r<fcord|.
Denver and the L.A. Raiders are Jfeadmg
the Western Division with six add
records.

CONGRATULATIONS

TO

OUR NEW S P O R T S
In the NBA the World Champion
L.A. Lakers at four and one are one
game back behind the L.A. Clippers
five and zero in the Pacific Division of
the Western Conference. The Denver
Nuggets share the lead in the Midwest
Division with Houston Rockets. Both
teams are undefeated with five and zero
records. In the Eastern Conference the
Boston Celtics lead the Atlantic
Division with a record of four and
one,and the Milwaukee Bucks and
Detroit Pistons lead the Central
Divison with records of five and one. i
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by Terry Linhart

100% COMEDY ALMOST PRETTY

a sneak preview. I mentioned Mary valley girl?
Can
Comedy is not pretty. In fact, Lou Retton earlier and why not? She's Rambo sing a sentimental song? Does
Ke'th Singer
eye and both were prone to give advice where the lines of honored guests
when Mary Lou Retton is involved, it everywhere!! If it isn't batteries or Bob, the talking sponge, really talk?
upon occasion. They both traveled flowed as wide and deep as rivers, can get downright ugly. But when a public service announcements, she's at
As can be seen, 100% Comedy
Long ago, in a kingdom far away
wi an ar with Sir Garan and engaged Upcm occasion, those in attendance show goes by the title " 100% Comedy some mall opening somewhere, doing a Night is a veritable hodge-podge of
there lived a knight named Sir Garan! in many adventures. This is the tale of
waited patiently during the arrival and Night," it's a guarantee to you that one and a half twist with a round-off comedy, guaranteed to be at least 69%
Now, he was not an ordinary man , for one such adventure.
departure
of two moons for the there won't be one ounce of unnatural through the ribbon cutting ceremony.
funny and another 12% will at least be
he had been given the gift 0f two
One day, while traveling in the substance so generously offered. It was fiber in the show. The hosts of this
f
Star
Search
is
a
bizanre
show.
The
interesting. I mean, the price is right.
faithful companions; Just and Rift
land of Halifax, Sir Garan happened
an extravaganza unmatched by modern comedy extravaganza are the crazies kids who win the grand prizes on the NETWORK highly recommends this
I will not go into the character upon a beautiful young princess. This
gatherings. It was here he took his fr0m NETWORK "Comedy Radio for show are marked for life. Take Sam show and invites you to come out and
descriptions for it would not shed much chance meeting soon led to
lovely princess on a sunny summer Millions." This event will take place Harris, for example. I never knew check it out on November 13, 8:15 in
light on things. Let it suffice to say pitter-pattering in each of their hearts.
afternoon.
on Wednesday, November 13, at, of someone could scream so much during the R/A. Be there or be from Marion
that Just lived on the right shoulder of In a short while, Sir Garan and the
Rift's dislike for the princess course-and let's all say the time 14 renditions of "Somewhere Over the College One Special Treat: In a ;move
Sir Garan and Rift on the left. Each lovely princess Chastia returned to his
increased, for in her he saw a threat to
to validate his authenticity as our
was unnoticeable except to the sharpest kingdom for the Feast of Forgetting, ^ power he held over sir Garan Rift together—8:15 p.m. This is also Rainbow".
referred to in the upper echelons of
The A-Team is a scream. Men can student body president, Dave Steiner
therefore devised a scheme to split society as "Taylor Time." Might I also shoot at each other at point-blank range has opened himself up for any opposing
asunder the budding relationship. The hasten to add that this is the perfect date and miss. Helicopters can crash inflo person's viewpoints. An off-campus
goodhearted Just, however, saw in the activity for Wednesday night
flames on the side of a cliff, fall Jbo resident, Jim Ignatowski, will be
princess the perfect bride for the young
NETWORK will present some feet, and the men can still walk away
debating Dave. Jim wants to better
Sir Garan.
various topics, in the style of a unhurt. If I try to jump out of my loft, represent you here at Taylor. Come and
While at the feast, Rift advised Sir Saturday Night Live, that have crossed I'll sprain my knee and not walk for f
hear the issues and make your decision
Garan to go there and here, converse your mind at one point or another (and weeks!!
in the R/A, November 13 at 8:15
with an other or another, and reminded hopefully not both because we all know
Some other questions to ponder during 100% Comedy Night—no
him of the inumerable tasks that needed how painful that can be!). Since you before the big evening, November 13:,
ester.
^si*
• ,y
to be done. Princess Chastia, in the will be paying a token fee for THE Could Howard Cosell reaUy j^ve a$ ** Is T**T*Is *T% *T**T* *T*"T* *T*"T* ^ • •*
•itmeantime, was almost totally event of the year, I thought I'd give you concise question on a gamd show to a*
*
*x*
*
forgotten. Throughout the day, she
*
became more and more disillusioned.
*
Just was trying frantically to draw Sir
*
*
Garan's attention to this matter, but
*
alas, Sir Garan was overwhelmed by the
*
*
tasks at hand.
*
The rest of the story passed
*
quickly. The princess, feeling rejected,
*
*
returned home. Sir Garan soon grew
*
*
dismal in his desolation. Had he but
*
only paid more attention or been more
*
perceptive. But, my friend, is it not
*
*
common for many of us to fall victim
•itto the hidden entrapments of our own
*
*
pursuits?
*
Just did his best to comfort, but it
*
*
was all in vain. Sir Garan couldn't
•ifsleep, couldn't eat, and couldn't find
*
*
peace. Rift, of course, was satisfied
*
President Kesler and his wife Janie congratulate Tim Glass and Casey *
with the disappearance of the princess
*
Congratulations
Jeff
Whitely*
Carlson being chosen as Homecoming King and Queen.
and the success of his plan. He,
* 1985-86 Yearbook Editor
*
*
-Xtherefore, was reclining peacefully on
I * * -L
^v v » d,
i *L
* kL
» kf/
| kL
» kl>J kl#p J p «- fp*» p »-.1•p»jvv
the shoulder of Sir Garan, all the while
wallowing in his good fortune.
It is here where the real journey
commences. Sir Garan knew he must
find the Princess; let the quest begin!
by

•A WARM FROST
by Jeanne Bullock
While the snow flies and the north
wind howls, you could be snugly
ensconced in the Little Theatre knee
deep in the moon-drenched madness of a
midsummer's night dream. Rehearsals
for Shakespeare's delightful comedy of
amusing mixups in the Athenian wood
will begin in January, but auditions
will be held this month.
A sign-up sheet, scripts, and
audition information will be available
at the Communication Arts Department
office beginning Monday, November
11. Auditions will be held Monday,
November 18 from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.
and Tuesday, November 19, from 4:15
to 6:30 p.m. Call-back auditions are
scheduled for 7:00 p.m. Wednesday,
November 20 in the Little Theatre. All

"I NEVER SANG FOR DAD"

* i#

vL vL
^
^

«L sL

»p ^^

«£»

J*
^^^ ^

^pr/y

*
Taylor students are invited to audition. *
*
Dr. Oliver Hubbard will direct the #.
*
*
show.
*
*
"A Midsummer's Night Dream" y.
•itreaquires a large cast of approximately *
Mrs. Kathy Street has been*
12 men and 12 women. Meandering ^ appointed director of financial aid at#through this whimsical fantasy are a * Taylor University. She began working*
duke and his bride, two pairs of
full-time for the Financial Aid office*
mismatched loveers, a troupe of #• October 14. Mrs. Street replaces Steve-itragamuffin actors, a disgruntled but * Howell, who resigned September 9 to*
crafty fairy king and queen, a famous #. accept a position with Ashland College.-itmischievous sprite named Puck, and an *
Mrs. Street previously worked in*
adorable entourage of fairies. Anyone
the Financial Aid office of Marion #.
interested in being considered for the -it- College, serving the past two years as*
task of assistant director or in working ^ assistant director of financial aid. She#,
on a production crew is invited to #• is a gradate of Marion College with a*
contact the Communication Arts * B.S. degree in Accounting. Kathy and*
Department office. If you like dreams #-her husband, Richard A. Street, have*
with happy endings, fit this one into *four children and reside in the country^
your schedule.
#. northwest of Marion.
#•
********************ii

WELCOME

WITH A SMILE, GABBY SHARES HER CHARM
Pictured:

Dear Gabby,
I love your advice to people, and I just
want you to know how wonderful you
are!! You are so knowledgeable!! I
know all of your letters are true and
none are made up, including this one!
You are wonderful, and I love your
new picture!
an honest admirer

Dear Gabby,
My boyfriend and I have been dating for
about 2 years, but he has never
mentioned marriage! What should I do?
Worried

Dear Worried,
Why don't you try dropping him some
subtle hints like "Don't you think my
ring finger looks kind of lonely and
naked?" or "Did you read in the paper
about the guy who had dated a girl for
two years and never mentioned
marriage? He died a very mysterious
death. Isn't that awful?"

WHV PONT YOU 6ET UP
OUT OF THAT BEANBA6,
AND LET ME LIE THERE?

have been seen in recent Taylor
productions such as, "The Rivals", and
"The Music Man". Brian gave great
believability to the role of Gene,
raising the emotional level of the
During the last two weekends, character to powerful heights.
Little Theatre audiences have been
tne role of Tom Garrison was
exposed to the lives of the Garrison played by George Conant. This
Family, and the struggles faced by this character demands extreme attention to
family in Robert Anderson's stirring that of being old and frail yet gruff and
drama, "I Never Sang For My Father". energetic. George portrayed most of
Gene Garrison had worked his these aspects well aside from walking a
entire life to find an expression of love bit faster than I believe most old men
for his domineering Father, Tom db walk. However, George greatly
Garrison. He wanted desperately to helped the audience feel pity and anger
reach out to his Father but was at the domineering Tom Garrison.
always held back by the contempt and
Jenifer Mighell portrayed the
bitterness that the elder Garrison held aging Margaret Garrison marvelously.
for his own father.
Her energy and convincing
When Gene's mother dies, He characteristics of old age such as a
must determine how his Father is to be quivering limbs and a slow, shuffling
cared for in the future. Gene has met walk brought amazing life to the
a woman in California that he wants to character. A first rate job by a Taylor
marry but knows he must be parted Theatre newcomer!
from his Father. Tom Garrison refuses
Elaine Beavon played the
to listen to his son's explanation for outcast daughter, Alice. Her emotional
leaving, accusing him of abandoning level throughout the production worked
his family. Gene, who has always well across from Brian Smith's
lived in the shadow of his Father, must character. Some facial expressions she
break free from that bondage.
cast may have been slightly overdone,
Gene was never able to express possibly to project the extreme
love for his Father and watched his emotions required by her character.
Father die with deep resentment and
Jamey Schmitz projected Mr.
Scott as the caring and understanding
pain in his heart.
The cast of this production was a undertaker. Jim Wolff expressed well
predominantly younger group than the benevolence of Reverend Pell.
The rest of the cast effectively
most casts in recent Taylor Theatre
history. A variety of new talent has supported the action and believability of
been displayed that will lend a great the play, each making their
contribution to the plot, without
hand to Theatre in the future.
Brian Smith played the lead role drawing away too much of the focus on
of Gene Garrison. Brian's many talents the Garrison family.

By Barry Von Lanken

ear honest,
ou are so land, and thankfully it is all
ue! If you ever need a job—let me
tow!

THIS PR06RAM IS
CALLED ''6REAT IPEA5
OF WESTERN MAN"

(L-R) George Conant as Tom, Brian Smith as Gene, and Elaine Beavon as Alice

NOW WHY PONT YOU 60
INTO THE KITCHEN, AND 6ET
ME A PI5H OF ICE CREAM?

6REAT IDEA5 OF
WESTERN WOMAN!"

v
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The technical crews of this
production also should be given fair
recognition. Props flowed evenly on
and off stage with relatively little noise
or complications.
Slides were used to htflp
establish the setting of the scenes.
They were projected onto the set walls
in three seperate areas. These were
orchestrated very well and added greatly
to the whole effect.
Lighting and sound were
somewhat subdued in nature. This
added to the continual shifting of
settings and the segments where Gene
Garrison is telling the story to the
audience.
Costumes fit well into the early
1960's mode, and makeup, which is
very difficult to make believable on
such a small stage, helped the actors to
fit their parts.
The set itself was very simple,
but visually pleasing. A rolling
platform moved some scenes onto the
stage while various level steps and
platforms broke the one plane
monotony of some stages.
All these areas would not work
together without the combined efforts
of a dedicated Director and Assistant
Director. Dr. Hubbard has produced
almost countless shows at Taylor and
can add this one as another dramatic
success. Jon Kastelein effectively
kept his cast together and the show
running smoothly.
Overall this production was
highly entertaining while evoking deep
realities in our lives about the
importance of reaching out to those we
love and those we find it hard to love.
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SKIP CLASSES? OFTEN FELT, YET RARELY SPOKEN
TAKE TESTS!
T,U, A hard place to live - but a good place to grow in Christ

What could be better than skipping classes or saving money? CLEP offers
you the opportunity to do both. CLEP tests (College Level Exmaination
Programs) are given on the campus four times a year. Consider what CLEP tests
can do for you: give you college credit for what you already know, save you time
and money by allowing you to skip introductory classes and advance into the
relevant material of upper level courses, and create more opportunities for you to
investigate other disciplines or take more classes in your major field of interest
If you have a strong background or expertise in any of the several areas listed
below you should consider taking the CLEP test offered in November or February
by the Testing Office. To help you prepare for the CLEP tests, subject study
guides are available, at no cost, in the Testing Office, RC 217, open daily until
4:30 p.m. Test are $30.00 each and must be paid for at the time the test is taken.
No pre-registration is necessary.
Tests available at Taylor are listed below. Those whith asterisks require an
essay in addition to the 90-minute objective portion. The next test date is
Thursday, Noveml 14th 10:00 a.m. for objective section and 2:00 p.m. for essay
section. If you would like to take a CLEP test but have a conflict with one of
these dates, please call the Testing Office to make special arrangements. The
February test date will be arranged to coincide with the beginning of the second
semester and results will be posted in 24-48 hours, in most cases, allowing time
for rescheduling of classes if necessary.
For more information please contact the Testing Office, 5345 or 5373, or see
Vance Maloney, Director of Testing.
CLEP EXAM

COURSE EQUIVALENT

General Biology
Introduction to Accounting
Introduction to Business Law
Introduction to Macroeconomics
Introduction to Microeconomics
Introduction to Marketing
General Chemistry
College Composition
American Literature
Western Civilization I & II
American History I & II
Calculus
American Government
General Psychology
Human Growth and Development
Introduction to Sociology
Introduction to Computer Science

BIO 100 (Gen. Bio.)
ACC 241 (Fund. Acct. I)
BUA 311 (Bus. Law)
ECO 211 (Princ. Mac. Econ.)
ECO 212 (Princ. Mic. Econ.)
BUA 231 (Princ. Mktg.)
CHE 201 & 202 (Gen. Inorg.)
ENG 110 (Fresh. Comp.)
ENG 242 (Amer. Lit.)
HIS 100 (World Hist.)
HIS 220 (U.S. Hist.)
MAT 151, 230, 240
POS 100 (Am. Pol.)
PSY 200 (Intro. Psy.)
PSY 240 (Child Psy.)
SOC 100 (Intro. Soc.)
COS 220 (Intro. Computing)

like? God gave up his son - think about that. I'm as bad as the next person
sometimes, but I am trying, and I am aware of the problems.
I have lived at Taylor University in Upland, Indiana, for three years. I've
That s all I want this article to do - to make people think more about
gone through almost every emotion possible: love, hate, envy, discouragement, their lives and challenge themselves more! Grow closer to God and learn to
anger, frustration, deep depressions, and spiritual highs. If it wasn't for Jesus understand people. If there is someone who does something that bugs you,
Christ in my life, I would not have made it. I have come through a lot of hard don t sit and condemn them , but try to help them and maybe confront them
times and good times, but I would not pass them up for anything. In "with respect." Don't let lonely times bring you down, stick them out and
weightlifting, if you don't experience some pain, you won't grow and your body
you 11 be better off. Every dark tunnel I went through always had a bright light
won't develop. In Christianity, if you don't experience the godly pains and
at the end! And I know it will always be there! Think, and try to use some of
frustrations, your faith will not grow either. I have done some bad things at this.
Taylor and some good things - but either way, God taught me to be what I anu
Don t forget that no one can take your Christianity away fro p. you. So, if
today,and I continue to grow. Praise God!
you base your life around your Christianity, you have a solid foundation.
I sit here at the T.U. lake listening to Leon Patillo tell me that the "sky is
the limit." I believe that in a way, and yet as a Christian it seems there are no
Love Yu All,
limitations as to how far we can go! If Christ wants us to be something better
Jon Zier
than great, he'll help us make it there! We need to question what we do,
challenge ourselves, and make ourselves think about who we are! There are too
By Irving Lefcowicz
Imagine what it would be like if there
many people choosing the easiest answer to every question. At Taylor, if you
was no required attendance. Anarchy!
area person who challenges your faith and others, you are often condemned, and
Students would be failing because
a threat to the T.U. community. I am not saying go around and tell people
Next time you roll out of bed at they're not mature enough to handle
how to live their lives, but help them to help themselves with suggestions or 7:54 and realize your alarm didn't go off adult responsibilities. Be grateful for
personal experiences. Learn to open up a little.
(har-har) and you're frantically that professor that wants to drop your
Another big problem at T.U. is that people are nosey, but don't really care. scrambling to get ready for class since grade in order to spur you on to
Everybody always wants to know about everybody else, but generally they you've already used all your cuts for academic, social and spiritual growth.
really don't care or aren't concerned about the person or what they're going your 8:00, stop and count your Be thankful for the frayed synaspses in
through - they just want the latest scoop! It seems like everybody knows what blessings. Remember that the required your head. You can always sleep in
everybody else is doing - or worse - they think they do, thus giving us the attendance policy is for your benefit; class if you have to, just as long as
rumors that are so evident at Taylor.
that this will help you build character, you're there.
And above all,
Most of my time here, I didn't care if I wasn't included, but I hated having dependability, a sense of honor. remember-appearances are everything.
those people reassure me that I missed out. There is a definite power struggle
at T.U. and it is ripping apart the community - it might be hard to see, but it is
there and very active! But why think about it? Right? Because! It is not God's
work, it is Satan's pleasure and he's doing a pretty good job. Where are our
priorities? Whose side are we on? Are we supporting God's plan or are we
playing our own game because we don't want to give up some of the things we

Cook's

CASA PATRICIA
APARTMENTS

112

LUNCH

30 cents off any
8 / 16 oz.
Pepsi Product

Monday, November 11:
Scrambled Eggs
Smokie Links
Bagels w/ cream cheese
Oatmeal!!

DINNER

Sloppy Joes
French Fries
Ice Cream Sundaes

Corn Dogs
BBQ Rib Sandwich
Chicken Croquets

Tuesday, November 12:
French Toast
Chicken Fillet Sandwich
Fresh Sausage Links
Beef Pot Pie
Cream of Wheat!!
Buttered Rice
Wednesday, Noveihber 13:
Hot Cakes
Grilled Ham Cheese
Smoked Sausage
Beans and Franks
Thursday, November 14:
Omlets with Cheese
Quarter Pounder w/cheese
Bacon
Ravioli
Grits!!
French Fries
Friday, November 15:
Waffles
Sausage Links
Oatmeal!!
Saturday, November 16:
Asst. Sweet Rolls
Cream of Wheat!!

Sunday, November 17:
Asst. Sweet Rolls
Oatmeal!!

Grilled Pork Tenders
Swedish Meatballs
w/ Buttered Noodles

Fried Shrimp
Meatloaf
Creamed Potatoes

Country Fried Steaks
Roast Beef

STEAK NIGHT
Waffle Cut Fries

Baked Sole
Sloppy Joes
Potato Chips

Baked Pork Chops
Chipped Cream of
Beef w/Biscuits

Hot Dogs
Scrambled Eggs
Smokie Links

Beef and Noodles
Breaded Veal

20©0
the world still
needs to know Him.
At Bethel, ihefoundation for ministry is solid Bib
lical knowledge communicated effectively through
broad practical skills. Take the Scriptures seriously.
Learn how to be Christ's servant in a needy world.
Programs lead to the M.A., M. Div., Th.M., and
D.Min. degrees. Write to Director of Admissions:

Bethel Theological
Seminary
Dr. Millard J. Erickson, Dean
3949 Bethel Drive, St. Paul, MN 55112 or
4747 College Ave., San Diego, CA 92115
A Ministry of the Baptist General Conference

Address
Fried Chicken (surprise!)
Roast Beef
Whipped Potatoes

Cold Cut Buffet
Peanut Butter
and Jelly

Fish Sandwich
Beef Tomato Cass.

BBQ Polish
Sausage
Turkey, dressing

Tuesday, November 19:
Cream Eggs on Toast
Bacon
Oatmeal!!

Chicken Strips
BBQ Beef
Japanese Vegetables

Baked Ham
Baked Lasagna

Wednesday, November 20:
Hot Cakes
3D Sandwdich
Fresh Sausage Patties
Stuffed Cabbage Patch Kids
Cream of Wheat!!
French Fries
Beef Club
Chicken Pot Pie
Cheese Twisties

Mexican Buffet

Baked Chicken
Baked Ham
Augratin
Potatoes

Friday, November 22:
Waffles
Fresh Link Sausage
Ralston?!?!

Ham & Potato Cass.
Sub Sandwich
Potato Chips

Chick. Noodles
Swiss Steak
Parsley Pot.

Saturday, November 23:
Asst. Sweet Rolls
Breakfast Rice!!

Chicken Fillet
Omlets w/ cheese

Pork Chops
Beef Stew

New Zah Pi

years,

Name

Monday, November 18:
French Toast
Smokie Link Sausage

Thursday, November 21:
Quiche
Canadian Bacon
Oatmeal!!

After

998-2949

Open 7 days a week
7 am to Midnite daily

Kitchen Appliance?
Total Eleotrlo

Call 664-4735 for information

Sunday, November 10:
Asst. Sweet Rolls
Fried Chicken
Asst. Cold Cereals
Baked Ham
Oatmeal!!
Whipped Potatoes

E. Berry St. Phone
Upland, IN
46989

2nd and Joyce Streets

Om Bedroom Ap*rt»*n,ts
Available at $200
Two Bwdroom Apartments
Available 2nd Semester

DINING COMMONS MENU
BREAKFAST

Super Valu

City/State/Zip.
College

Grad. year.

INDIANA REPERTORY
THEATRE

ONLY AVAILABLE TOPPINGS
8" Cheese - $2.25
8" Pepperoni - $2.50
8" Sausage - $2.50

Introductory

Price For November Only
Perfect for one!

998-6005
Delivery

only

w/already

scheduled

run

only

CLASSIFIED ADS
WANTED
A VERY ENERGETIC INDIVIDUAL,
FRATERNITY, SORORITY, OR A
CAMPUS ORGANIZATION TO ACT AS
OUR REP FOR OUR 'ANNUAL SPRING
PREAK TRIPS TO FT. LAUDERDALE
AND DAYTONA BEACH—EARN COM
MISSIONS AND/OR FREE TRIP.
CALL OR WRITE COASTAL TOURS
P.O. BOX 1258 LISLE, IL 60532
1-800-545-6479

***********
Is It True You Can Buy Jeops for $44
through the U.S. Government? Get
the facts today! Call 1-312-7421142, Ext. 1014.

***********

THE
DIRECTOR'S^
PASS
^ — The way for
students and
faculty to see
professional
theatre for LESS!
THE SEVEN SHOW PACKAGE
for only {$35.00
You're saving up to 75% over the regular subscrip
tion price!!

Call for brochure 635-5277

Hcstaurawt
25%

off Mon. & Thurs
With Taylor I.D.

Salad Bar at Lunch &
Dinner
Great Ribs & Steaks
New
Mon. - Sat.
Sunday

Hours
7 am - 9 pm
7 sua - 6 pm

:

